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PDF | Assets and Liabilities Management (ALM) is a dynamic process of The pr esent study analyses asset-liability
management in SBI.

ALM core functions[ edit ] Managing gaps[ edit ] The objective is to measure the direction and extent of
asset-liability mismatch through the funding or maturity gap. Actions to perform[ edit ] Determining the
number or the length of each relevant time interval time bucket Defining the relevant maturities of the assets
and liabilities where a maturing liability will be a cash outflow while a maturing asset will be a cash inflow
based on effective maturities or the 'liquidity duration': estimated time to dispose of the instruments in a crisis
situation such as withdrawal from the business. The ALM function scope covers both a prudential component
management of all possible risks and rules and regulation and an optimization role management of funding
costs, generating results on balance sheet position , within the limits of compliance implementation and
monitoring with internal rules and regulatory set of rules. Outcome: The client executed the receive-fixed
swap designated as a fair value hedge of the fixed-rate CDs. Debts payable in less than 12 months are
considered short-term debt, and those liabilities are also subtracted from the formula. The objective of the
efforts is to effective management of banks resources and to optimize the returns by minimizing the risk. In
other words, it is the management of the spread between interest rate sensitive assets and interest rate sensitive
liabilities.. The company must estimate a rate of return on the dollars invested in the pension plan and
determine how much the firm must contribute each year before the first payments begin in 10 years. The study
had shown that the banks primarily focus on managing interest rate sensitivity of net income rather than the
interest rate sensitivity of stock returns and the level of Interest rate risk taken by banks is directly related to
liquidity, and inversely related to managerial quality and bank size. Laker argues that greater complexity of
banking activity and increasing dependence on technology and specialist skills has made operational risk as
one of the most important risk, faced by the banking institutions. If you know of missing items citing this one,
you can help us creating those links by adding the relevant references in the same way as above, for each
refering item. The findings of the analysis conclude that independent variables have an effect on the liquidity
risk of commercial banks in Kenya. Recognizing the need of asset liability management to develop a strong
and sound banking system, the RBI introduced ALM guidelines for banks and financial institutions in April 
Long-term deposits related with Long-term loan, followed by SLR securities. Indicative maturity liquidity
profile To do so, ALM team is projecting future funding needs by tracking through maturity and cash-flow
mismatches gap risk exposure or matching schedule. Show full item record Abstract Liquidity is an important
determinant of financial distress. The canonical correlation technique was applied to these reclassified assets
and liabilities. S, Anne Beatty, and Carolyn Takeda made a study of the Interest Rate Risk management
activities of commercial banks including their use of derivatives. History[ edit ] Asset and liability
management practices were initially pioneered by financial institutions during the s as interest rates became
increasingly volatile. However data used by Banerjee and Duflo is limited it is restricted to one Indian public
sector bank that accounted for about 5 percent of banking sector assets. Dynamic gap analysis enlarges the
perimeter for a specific asset by including 'what if' scenarios on making assumptions on new volumes, changes
in the business activity, future path of interest rate, changes in pricing, shape of yield curve, new prepayments
transactions, what its forecast gap positions will look like if entering into a hedge transaction The crisis
however has evidence fiercely that the withdrawal of client deposits is driven by two major factors level of
sophistication of the counterparty: high-net-worth clients withdraw their funds quicker than retail ones, the
absolute deposit size: large corporate clients are leaving faster than SMEs enhancing simplification in the new
deposit run-off models. The credit risk, specifically in the loan portfolio, is handled by a separate risk
management function and represents one of the main data contributors to the ALM team. Hotelling was the
first to describe the mathematics of canonical correlation. Ref DBS. For example, the assets and liabilities for
private banks for year have been reclassified and presented in Tables 1 and 2. Short term deposits related with
Investment, followed by Net worth. An excellent introduction into this procedure was given by Marinell ,
Thompson , Hair et al. Secondary data was obtained from annual Central bank of Kenya Banks supervision
reports as well as banks annual and published financial reports while primary data was also collected by
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questionnaire method to supplement the secondary data. The vast majority of banks operate a centralised ALM
model which enables oversight of the consolidated balance-sheet with lower-level ALM units focusing on
business units or legal entities. Table 3 presents standardized canonical function coefficients for the first
function for various banks mentioned above. See general information about how to correct material in RePEc.
Risk and risk taking are the inherent part of any business activity. Further, a similar cause-effect relationships
have been found in the redundancy effects.


